


Godrej is the leading brand for Physical Security Products in India.  

With over a century in design and manufacturing, Godrej has been 

synonymous with innovating high-quality safes for Homes & Institutions.  

 

With our latest offering, KRUNA, we are raising the bar for those who 

demand performance beyond excellence. 



KRUNA is a bold, new imagination of the home safe 

that brings together exquisite aesthetics, state-of-

the-art technology, and astute craftsmanship, into 

an exceptional experience. 



NORA is our first creation under 

the Kruna range of Masterpiece 

Safes.  

Nora was an Armenian warrior 

queen, legendary for her beauty 

and valour.  

 

The NORA Safe is a fine 

manifestation of her qualities. 

 

NORA 



The Curvaceous Façade is an ode to unusual 

feminine beauty.  

 

The Sturdy body promises unyielding 

strength and security. 

 

The Unique Locking technology promises an 

element of mystery. 

 

The Astute Technology elements preach the 

intelligence. 

NORA 



128 bit Encrypted 

access 

NORA features the Knock Lock - 

A first of its kind in India, 

this revolutionary locking 

unit is based on patented 

Knock Code technology that 

works a concealed lock without 

any visible access point. 

 

So only you know how to open 

your Safe!  

KNOCK LOCK 



Key in your password & press the 

KnocKey against the centre of the 

safe handle. 

 

A sequence of mechanical pulses 

specific to your passcode will be 

deciphered by the embedded sensor and 

the safe will be unlocked. 

  

Rotate the handle and open the safe 

door. 

How it Works 



Intelli-Sense 

Our masterpiece safe is 

equipped with a motion-

detecting camera that transmits 

the live feed of a pre-determined 

area to your mobile. 

I-Warn  

Astute craftsmanship meets 

state-of-the-art technology, the 

NORA is engineered to alert you 

if tampered with via Call/SMS.  

*Intelli-Sense and I-Warn works with the App 



Sturdy Body 

The sturdy body of the NORA safe promises 

unyielding strength and security. Made on 

CenSafe platform, it is strongest yet lightest. 

This is made as per standards to match En 1143-

1. It conforms to European 

Standards of Burglary and Fire 

resistance. 



High Performance Paint 

The NORA safe is resplendent with 

high gloss paint of the kind used 

on luxury cars. 

The safe also comes with the 

Motion Sensing LED light. 

Metal Accents 

Unaffected by chemicals or 

temperature variations, our 

special coating greatly enhances 

the lifespan and durability of the 

metal components. 



Plush Touch 

The rich velvety interiors protect your 

valuables from the minutest of scratches. 

This is achieved by Flocking, an industry 

first surface feature that is 100% rip proof. 



SNOWFLAKE 

WHITE 



GALAXY BLACK 



At Home 



At Work 



Dimensions 

& 
Specifications  



This is not  

just – a safe. 


